
 
 
 
1. Remove cargo cover from car.  

 
2. Determine which side is the spring side. 

 
3. If the spring side is not broken it will also need to be removed. 

 
4. To remove end cap, carefully drill out the rivets holding the end cap in place. 

 
5. Determine which cap is not the spring side and put it in place on the correct end. Now rivet it in 

place. 
 

6. Carefully roll up the cargo cover in your hands. It should be rolled so that when it is installed and 
you pull it out it rolls from the top and not the bottom. 

 
7. Insert the cover into the housing until it is correctly seated on the end cap that you just installed. 

 
8. Now the fun part! You will need a pair of needle nose pliers and a helper before you do the next 

few steps. 
 

9. Gently turn the spring end counter clockwise about 10 revolutions, hold it on place with the pliers 
as you install the end cap.***NOTE***If it does not want to turn 10 times do NOT force it as the 
spring will break. It is different in every car so be careful!! 

 
10. Have your helper "tightly" hold the end cap in place as you carefully pull out the cargo cover to 

make sure it works. If it does not come all the way out, do not force it. Carefully remove the end 
cap holding the spring tab with the pliers and turn it clockwise a few revolutions. OR if it comes 
out and will not go back in you may need to tighten it some more.(A few more turns counter 
clockwise).If as you are tightening the spring it feels like it is getting tight and then slips, the 
spring is broken inside the roller and cannot be fixed 

 
11. After you determine your cover is working correctly, rivet the cap on the spring end in place. 

 
12. Touch up the rivets with paint. 

 
13. Install back into car! 

 

        

 


